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New specific Avis Travel Agent online portal can be found via the link here Travel Agent Here you will find: 
* Latest Avis news in Norway, Sweden and Denmark. 
* Insurance overview - as well as an overview of Avis terminology and abbreviations. 
* GDS quick reference guide, Amadeus, Saber, Galileo. 
* Link to a specific Agent booking site, with up to 25% discount in Europe. 
 
Avis Go Green is our brand-new green fleet, consisting of Electric Cars and Hybrid Cars. 
Avis Go Green is launched with the goal and purpose that all customers should have the opportunity to choose and 
be guaranteed, a greener alternative to your car rental. Our green cars have less climate impact and low emissions of 
environmentally and health-damaging Carbon monoxide. 
In Amadeus GDS you will find the 2 specific categories and Avis Acriss codes - the last letter in the 4-letter code, 
indicates if it is a Hybrid or Electric. In Denmark you will already find the 2 green car categories under the codes: 
IDAH – Medium Hybrid, Hyundai Ioniq or similar.  
SWAH – Large Hybrid, VW Passat GTE or similar. 
HCAE – Small Electric, Renault Zoe or similar. 
DDAE – Medium Electric, Nissan Leaf or similar. 
These categories are expected to be bookable via GDS in Norway and Sweden from June 2021 
Click here and see a comprehensive overview of all Avis car groups, in all countries: Fleet link 
 
The Danish National Police has launched a digital driving license App. The driving license App contains, like the 
physical license, name information, date of birth and picture. The digital driving license is a voluntary supplement to 
the physical driving license. At Avis, it is now possible to use the digital driving license to rent a car in Denmark. 
 
Skip the queue with prepared documents and a vehicle ready to drive. AVIS Preferred Priority Service every time! 
Remember your customer can get their corporate AWD number associated with their Avis Preferred card. 
 
Avis Summer Staycation prices are now loaded and live. At Avis, we expect again this year that many people will stay 
home in Scandinavia for their summer holiday. Pre-bookings is therefore highly recommended, as far in advance as 
possible for your corporate customers. 
 
In addition, we of course offer Avis Mini lease, a flexible monthly rate with everything included: 
Norway offers a Tesla Model S 75D campaign from 9.999, - nok. pr. month, incl.1500 km and basis Insurance. 
Denmark guarantees a BMW 6.795, - dkr. pr. month, incl.2500 km and basis Insurance. 
Sweden offers a Kia XCeed Plug-in Hybrid from 5.995, - sek. pr. month, incl.1500 km and basis Insurance. 
You will find many other promotional prices on our website for the 3 countries:  Avis.no   Avis.se   Avis.dk 
 
At Avis we have Amadeus access and therefore have the opportunity to support directly in your Amadeus booking. 
For support and questions, please contact us at Travelagent.scandi@abg.com and phone. +45 6138 4631 
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